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How Flickr Helps us Make 
Sense of the World:  Context 
and Content in Community-
Contributed Media Collections



Summary



Summary



Summary



Faces Engage Us: Photos with 
Faces Attract More Likes and 
Comments on Instagram



Summary





What We Instagram: A First 
Analysis of Instagram Photo 
Content and User Types



Summary
• Characterize Instagram photo types and users

• Photos span eight different categories: self-portraits, friends, 
activities, captioned photos (pictures with embedded text), food, 
gadgets, fashion, and pets

• There are five different types of uses of Instagram

• Size of social neighborhood i.e., #followers not related to photos 
uploaded on Instagram

• A big limitation: only 50 users studied





Tell me some limitations of the Kennedy et al 
paper… [Hint: comments are metadata 
unused here]



The Kennedy et al paper does not take into 
account whether tags associated with an 
image of a landmark are actually of the 
landmark. How would you fix that?



The Kennedy et al paper does not provide any 
personalization of the visual summaries 
generated. Tell me some ways to incorporate 
that if you were to do it.



How is the landmark image retrieval task in 
the Kennedy et al paper different from what 
search engines (probably) do today?



No real way to browse images on Facebook 
today, except from Timelines or Albums. 
What would be appropriate “visual 
summaries” of images on your Facebook 
feed?



Some applications of the Kennedy et al. 
paper, beyond landmark image 
summarization and search?



[David Crandall, Lars Backstrom, Daniel Huttenlocher and Jon Kleinberg, 2009] 
Visualization of photographer movement in Manhattan and the San Francisco Bay area



De Choudhury, M., Feldman M., Amer-Yahia, S., Golbandi, N., Lempel, R., Yu, C., 2010: Automatic 
Construction of Travel Itineraries using Social Breadcrumbs



The Bakshi et al paper studies Instagram in 
particular; is it possible that the findings are 
an attribute of the selfie popular culture and 
how Instagram is used?



Overly high feedback on baby pictures on 
Facebook; would the findings of the 
Instagram paper hold true on Facebook then?



Instagram is a social platform after all, so 
would social norms impact how people 
engage with content having faces in them?



Remember Paul Ekman’s “six faces” picture 
we saw last week. Could emotion have a role 
to play in how images with faces are 
perceived?



How would other kinds of community 
engagement be associated with images with 
faces in them? [Hint: persuasiveness of an 
image/diffusion of an image]



Size of social neighborhood i.e., #followers 
not related to photos uploaded on 
Instagram---what does it say about social 
performance and social media activity?



In the light of the photo categories proposed in 
Hu et al., discuss the findings of Bakshi et al.



In Hu et al, no metadata of the Instagram
photos considered, e.g., in the light of the 
Kennedy et al paper. How can including 
Instagram user’s bio, hashtags, comments, and 
social network impact the findings?



Next class


